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Introduction
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▪ Decommissioning waste management is a large topic, so I can't cover everything. 
But I hope you find this presentation interesting and useful

▪ Two main topics today:
1. Brief history of decommissioning and waste management in the UK up to the present day

2. The concept of waste informed decommissioning and the benefits it brings

▪ I do not want to suggest that Japan should do all the same things as the UK. But 
there are some good practices and lessons learned (and a few mistakes) that could 
be useful to decommissioning and waste management in Japan

▪ I would welcome your comments and questions, because it is always good to talk 
and share ideas

▪ You may contact me by email after the presentation if you wish

bill.miller@jacobs.com
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1. Brief history of decommissioning and waste 
management in the UK up to present today

A complicated journey with many lessons learned



UK nuclear development
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▪ UK adopted nuclear power very early and had an extensive 
research programme to test different reactor designs

▪ First generation Magnox power reactors built in the late 1950s 
and 1960s 

− 26 reactors on 11 sites  (but each one slightly different)

− Calder Hall, world's first commercial power reactor opened 
by the Queen in 1956

▪ Second generation Advanced Gas Cooled reactors (AGR) built 
in the 1960s and 1970s 

− 14 reactors on 7 sites  (but each one slightly different)

▪ Multiple research and development reactors

− Dounreay fast breeder reactor (DFR) first criticality in 1959

− Dounreay prototype fast reactor (PFR) first criticality in 1974

− Winfrith steam generating heavy water reactor (SGHWR) first 
criticality in 1967

▪ Plus uranium enrichment and U-metal fuel fabrication facilities



Sellafield
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▪ Sellafield is the largest nuclear 
site in Europe with mix of legacy 
and operational facilities

▪ Started nuclear operations in 
1947 (reprocessing Magnox fuel)

▪ Complex site, containing several 
early experimental reactors, fuel 
reprocessing facilities and old 
waste silos

▪ Site of the Windscale "Pile 1" 
reactor that first went critical in 
1950 but caught fire in 1957

▪ More modern reprocessing 
facilities (THORP) that closed in 
2018, and a vitrification plant 
that is still operational



LLW Repository
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▪ Close to Sellafield, this is the UK's only national LLW repository that opened in 
1959 (LLWR, previously called "Drigg")

▪ It has old disposal "trenches" and modern "vaults"



Early planning for decommissioning
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▪ The early reactor development programme meant the 
UK had to deal with complex decommissioning 
problems before most other countries

▪ By the year 2000:
− 4 Magnox stations (8 reactors) had already closed 

− Winfrith experimental reactors stopped in 1990

− Dounreay fast breeder reactors stopped in 1994

▪ All other Magnox reactors planned to close by 2015

▪ In 2002, UK Government published first national 
strategy for decommissioning
− "Managing the nuclear legacy. A strategy for action"

▪ Very influential report:

− Government accepted full financial liability

− included first full cost estimate for decommissioning 
and waste management

− identified lack of waste disposal capacity and urgent 
need for new waste management plan



2002 cost estimate for decommissioning and waste management
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GBP 48 billion
JPY 6,700 billion

(2019 estimate GBP 124 billion)



2002 estimates for waste volumes
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▪ Decommissioning LLW volume estimate almost 2 million m3

▪ But the new vault at LLWR only had capacity for around 250,000 m3 and so would 
be full by 2020  - therefore urgent need for new decommissioning waste plan



New national plan
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▪ In 2005 the UK Government published the 
Energy Act (law) which established the Nuclear 
Decommissioning Authority (NDA)

▪ Objective was to centralise decommissioning of 
all the old, legacy sites into one organisation

▪ Seek to find ways to speed up decommissioning 
but also to reduce costs and to solve the 
problem of waste disposal (especially for LLW)

▪ NDA works closely with industry supply chain to 
manage the decommissioning sites and to 
deliver waste management improvements



NDA Strategy
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▪ Government asked NDA to develop a national 
decommissioning and waste management 
strategy for all sites

▪ The national decommissioning strategy had 
to balance many factors:
− accelerate decommissioning

− provide waste disposal / storage routes

− improve safety and environmental protection

− availability of resources (money, people, skills)

− regulator and stakeholder concerns

▪ Fixed budget and resource, so they have to 
prioritise decommissioning work

▪ Priority strategic work areas:
− identify highest hazard / risk sites and facilities

− define end-state for every site

− detailed cost and schedule for every site

− develop national waste management plan



Strategic priority:  risk / hazard reduction
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▪ NDA strategic priority is to deal with older, 
high hazard facilities 

▪ Highest hazard are the legacy waste ponds 
and silos at Sellafield

▪ Work now underway to retrieve the waste 
solids and sludges

▪ Wastes will be grouted and stored before 
geological disposal



Strategic priority:  define site end-states
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▪ A site end-state and potential 
end-use is defined for every 
nuclear site
− new nuclear, industrial park, 

nature reserve etc.

▪ End-state affects the clean-up 
criteria and requirements
− residual radioactive and 

chemical contamination

− which buildings are left 
standing, landscaping

− waste disposal facilities or 
waste stores on site

− period of management control

▪ This affects:
− volume and type of waste 

− cost and schedule



Dounreay current condition and future site end-state
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Dounreay current condition and future site end-state
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Magnox NPPs:  low hazard so lower decommissioning priority
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▪ Baseline strategy is to delay final reactor dismantling for around 60 to 85 years. 
Care and maintenance  strategy.



Magnox decommissioning schedule example – Bradwell site
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100 year decommissioning schedule for all NDA sites
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2019 decommissioning cost estimate - GBP 124 billion
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What has been achieved so far with decommissioning
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▪ The UK decommissioning strategy has been successful in many ways:
− realistic schedule of work across all sites, and reliable cost estimates

− partnership working with industry has been developed

− lots of preparation work being done e.g. construction of waste stores etc.

− decommissioning work is now progressing on the most hazardous, old facilities

− other sites achieving interim end-states, entering care and maintenance stage

− NDA strategy reviewed every 5 years to reflect new developments



But some unintended consequences for waste management
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▪ Some poor waste management decisions: 
− waste not well characterised, sorted and segregated

− limited disposal routes or waste acceptance criteria (WAC)

− caused problems for storage and treatment 

− wastes disposed as LLW that could have been cleared

▪ Why this happened:
− often limited integration between decommissioning and 

waste management activities

− work planned and performed by separate teams of people 
without a common site strategy

− decommissioning contracts and financial incentives did 
not support good waste management

▪ Sometimes the benefits gained by faster 
decommissioning were lost due to unexpected extra 
costs for additional waste management

▪ This led to need for improved national approach for
decommissioning waste management
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2. Waste informed decommissioning

A practical plan to manage all wastes



What is waste informed decommissioning ?
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▪ An approach for joint and integrated planning and delivery for both 
decommissioning and waste management to achieve an optimised outcome

▪ Objectives:
− national scope

− place greater emphasis on waste management and disposal

− decommissioning is not delayed

− no wastes are generated without a management plan

− radioactive waste volumes are reduced and more waste is cleared as non-radioactive

− more management and disposal routes for LLW are available to increase flexibility

− ILW (sludges, resins etc.) can be treated and packaged before a repository is available



Important new developments to improve waste management
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1. Change of culture to prioritise waste management and planning

2. Improved waste characterisation and inventory data

3. Integrated waste management strategy at every site

4. New approaches to LLW management to avoid disposal to the LLWR

5. Disposability assessment to allow ILW to be treated and packaged



1)  Culture change: decommissioning is a waste generation activity
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1)  Culture change: plan backwards – put waste management first
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2)  Improved waste characterisation and inventory data
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▪ Waste characterisation is the starting point for planning

▪ Need good quality and comprehensive information:
− radionuclide composition

− material type and chemical composition

− volumes and geometry 

− schedule for generation

− uncertainties

▪ Ideally characterise buildings before they are 
demolished so waste plans can be prepared

▪ Also require confirmation monitoring for clearance, 
segregation or to meet waste acceptance criteria

▪ Requires detailed and efficient waste characterisation:
− Jacobs analytical laboratory measures 15,000 waste 

samples each year

− laboratory measurements to define radionuclide vector 
"fingerprint" and on-site gamma spectrometry



2)  Improved waste characterisation and inventory data
National UK radioactive waste inventory (UKRWI)
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▪ Publicly available information https://ukinventory.nda.gov.uk/

▪ Reports data for each site at waste stream level 
− approximately 1300 separate data sheets

https://ukinventory.nda.gov.uk/
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3)  Integrated waste management strategy (IWS) at every site
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▪ Every site has to develop an IWS that is consistent 
with the decommissioning plan and site end-state

▪ And every project has to develop a separate                        
waste management plan

▪ This is planning tool to identify every waste stream 
and plan its management route

▪ Decisions on what, how, where and when to treat, 
store and dispose of wastes 
− characterisation requirements

− waste management infrastructure (stores etc.)

− estimate of schedule and costs

▪ IWS is essential for effective schedule planning and 
cost estimation



3)  Integrated waste management strategy (IWS) at every site
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▪ Benefits from IWS:
− reduce the overall cost and effort for waste 

management

− reduce waste volumes / minimise need for disposal

− optimise the waste plan for all wastes (avoid 
duplication)

− identify dependencies and economies of scale

− allow long-term planning / identify infrastructure 
requirements

− increase regulator and stakeholder support

− drive use of clearance & exemption and reuse and 
recycling options

▪ Described in IWS report and waste route-map

▪ Revised every 3 years to reflect new 
developments
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3)  Decommissioning plan and integrated waste strategy at every site
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3)  Integrated waste management strategy (IWS) at every site
Linking site level to national level
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4)  New approaches to LLW and VLLW management
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▪ LLW and VLLW presents a difficult waste management problem:
− although low radiological hazard, exists in very large volumes

− UK LLWR capacity is limited and Government does not want to build a new repository

− waste is being generated now, so needs an immediate solution

− but will continue to be generated over next 100 years



4)  New approaches to LLW and VLLW management
UK National LLW / VLLW Strategy
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▪ National strategy is integrated plan for LLW from 
every UK site including industry, hospitals etc.

▪ Objective is to:
− apply waste hierarchy

− reduce volume disposed to LLWR

− maximise clearance and recycling

− find efficiencies and economies of scale

− apply risk-based approach to disposal

▪ Strategy developed by Government but 
implemented through a collaboration between:
− NDA

− regulators

− waste producers

− waste management companies

▪ Updated every 3 years to reflect changes in site 
decommissioning plans or developments in 
technology etc.



4)  New approaches to LLW and VLLW management
Co-disposal of VLLW and industrial wastes to landfill
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▪ One of the main changes in strategy is to 
allow VLLW to be disposed to commercially 
operated industrial landfills

▪ Apply the standard UK risk-based 
radiological risk constraint of 10-6 

▪ Maximum activity of 200 MBq/te



4)  New approaches to LLW and VLLW management
Increased use of clearance and recycling
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4)  New approaches to LLW and VLLW management
Benefits of the LLW strategy
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£650 m 
saved



5)  Disposability assessment for ILW
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▪ Standard practice is not to treat  
wastes until a repository is available

▪ But that may be 50 years away, so 
need to treat wastes now to make safe

▪ Disposability assessment involves 
making sensible assumptions for 
repository design and site conditions 
to calculate its safety envelope

▪ This means criteria for treatment and 
packages can be developed

▪ There is project risk but it can be 
managed by making reasonable 
assumptions
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The final slide – some lessons learned and suggestions for you
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▪ Put waste at the centre of your decommissioning planning process

▪ Define the problem – site end-states, waste characterisation and inventory are key 

▪ A national integrated waste strategy may bring efficiencies and economies of scale

▪ Disposal facilities are valuable – do not dispose what you don't have to

▪ Allow for flexibility with multiple treatment and disposal routes

▪ If you can, take a risk and treat some wastes before a repository is available

▪ Identify good practices and make them easy to do

▪ Work closely regulators, industry and supply chain - it should be a collaboration

▪ Always seek opportunities for continuous improvement.  Keep learning !!



Thank you for listening.

If you have any comments or questions, please feel free to 
contact me at any time.

Bill Miller      ビル •ミラー

bill.miller@jacobs.com
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